Abstract-We provide an outline of an autonomous benthic habitat mapping algorithm. This algorithm enables real-time on-board classification of images gathered by an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV), with the ability to classify aquatic vegetation at a resolution approaching the species level. The algorithm is generic with respect to both the classification task and the imaging equipment being used. For example, it may be used to detect objects rather than habitat types using hyperspectral rather than visible light cameras.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coastal and estuarine ecosystems are coming under increasing pressure from multiple uses. There have been increases in shipping, port and industrial activities, urban development, recreational uses such as boating and fishing, exploration for oil and gas and, recently, a rapid expansion in aquaculture. It is crucial that these ecosystems are regularly monitored so that the impacts of these activities can be evaluated and sustainably managed.
Regular monitoring and classification of benthic habitats would greatly assist in assessing the effects of human activity on coastal and estuarine environments. Traditional approaches are labour-intensive, relying on divers conducting surveys [1] or manual classification of video and still images. These are time-consuming [2] , expensive and error-prone tasks, and are generally undertaken infrequently. For example, in the Derwent Estuary in southern Tasmania, Australia, benthic habitats were last mapped in 2000 and 2007. This frequency of measurement is insufficient for management authorities to assess and respond to impacts, or to monitor the recovery of the estuary benthos on seasonal or annual timescales. If natural annual and interannual variability are not quantified, anthropogenic forcing cannot be identified with certainty.
A large multi-disciplinary project has been established by the CSIRO to study multiple-use coastal environments. This project is focusing on the Derwent-Huon-D'Entrecasteux (DHD) region in southern Tasmania which is subject to a large range of human impacts (including agricultural and industrial outflow, urban stormwater, sewage, recreational use and aquaculture). As part of this project the Tasmanian ICT Centre is developing the Tasmanian Marine Analysis Network (TasMAN) to provide near real-time data from the region. Data is collected through a sensor network with acoustic and wireless communication capacity, and through on-board processing of images using an AUV -'Starbug' (Figure 1 ) [3] , [4] . The key task of the AUV is to survey portions of the DHD benthos, construct maps of habitat types and boundaries, and undertake high frequency repeat surveys.
Starbug is a low cost AUV with significant power and payload restrictions. The low cost nature of the AUV imposes two major restrictions, firstly a trichromatic (consumer colour) camera is used to take images and secondly the positional estimation of the AUV is relatively poor (typically 5% of the distance travelled underwater). This paper outlines a habitat mapping approach that meets these challenges.
II. PROCESS OVERVIEW
Our approach to benthic habitat mapping has been driven by a desire to use low-cost and existing hardware which conforms with the Starbug philosophy of bringing AUVs within the financial reach of councils and regional marine management bodies. The hardware onboard Starbug includes downwardlooking cameras for visual navigation, a GPS receiver for position determination when surfaced, and a compass to determine heading. Our approach is extendable to other forms of imaging and positional systems.
The use of low-cost hardware introduces significant problems related to image quality, light attenuation, and accuracy of positional information. Images may suffer from blurring due to long exposure times, while recorded benthos colours are affected by attenuation of light at depth. These issues are sufficient to render established classification techniques ineffective. The algorithms presented in this paper address these problems, producing a classification map which can be further analysed.
We use predefined spectral 'templates' of all expected benthos types, against which we compare 'spectral' data from the camera images. Where no onboard lighting system is used, we perform the equivalence of colour-correction achieved through the analysis of a colour key present in all images. This colourcorrection effectively analyses the effects of light attenuation through the water column, and adjusts the templates so that an accurate benthos type classification can be conducted with all images.
Our system performs a match to the colour-corrected templates based on probability, rather than an absolute classification. The probability values for all templates are recorded for the area being classified. This method allows multiple images representing an area of the seafloor to contribute to a statistically improved classification, and defers the actual classification of an area to the last stage of the mapping process. Another benefit is that the final classification map can be post-processed. For example, multiple maps of differing benthos may be produced from a single classification pass.
Accurate localisation of AUVs generally requires expensive hardware or multiple transponders to enable triangulation techniques. Instead, we use a statistical technique to distribute classification of image data over the area of the AUV's positional uncertainty. This technique, together with operational methods designed to constrain uncertainty, allows inaccuracies in the AUV position to be mitigated.
In this paper we discuss the two phases of our classification system. The first phase (Section III) involves a statistical method for matching species and substrate materials using their known reflectance spectra and the colours recorded by the camera. The second phase (Section IV) creates the classification map from the classified images. This method for autonomous habitat analysis is covered by a CSIRO patent application.
Using our two part algorithm, benthic maps can be constructed that correct for the two major sources of error in the collected data: i) uncertainty regarding the correct identification of species and substrate materials, and ii) uncertainty regarding the position of the AUV.
III. CLASSIFYING A SINGLE IMAGE
The automated identification of plant species is an active field of research with particular importance for identifying weeds in crop fields [5] - [8] . Most developed algorithms in this context identify a plant using either its spectral reflectance or leaf shape [9] . Species of seagrass are both spectrally distinct [10] and have variation in leaf shape. Our approach for identifying seagrass uses spectral matching as it is algorithmically simpler than leaf shape recognition. It is also more robust when faced with one of the major causes of distortion in images produced by our AUV -blurring due to poor lighting conditions. Spectral matching has been used with some success to identify seagrass species in shallow regions from multispectral remote sensing data [11] - [14] . In future iterations of our algorithm we aim to combine our current approach with leaf shape and texture recognition.
Images from our AUV are taken using natural lighting with a downward facing camera at a distance of approximately 1m from the sea floor. Light attenuation in the water column makes spectral identification at variable depths a more complicated process than on the Earth's surface, due to two main reasons. Firstly, the perceived spectrum of a given species depends on the depth and water type. Secondly, the amount of available light decreases with depth and the range of possible wavelengths is greatly reduced. The latter issue is problematic for our AUV when used in deeper water without onboard lighting, as there will be little light for the red sensors to detect. We begin by considering the consequences of light attenuation in further detail and then show how to construct and use templates to identify species.
A. Attenuation
As light passes through the water column different wavelengths are absorbed and scattered at different rates. This is commonly referred to as attenuation. The top graph in . Top: Light attenuation curves for typical water types from [15] . Bottom: A typical daylight spectrum and the attenuated spectra this produces at different depths for mid latitude ocean water indicated in the top graph. Figure 3 shows the proportion of light of a given wavelength, λ, that is transmitted through a metre of water of various types as given in [15] . The bottom graph shows a typical daylight spectrum [16] and the spectrum this produces after attenuation for several water types and depths. The dependence of attenuated spectra on depth and water type illustrates the importance of either correcting for light attenuation or using artificial illumination. Both available daylight and attenuation fluctuate during and between missions. Attenuation depends on water conditions (as illustrated in Figure 3 ) and available daylight depends on factors such as clouds, sea state and the time of day. Due to this variability a real-time measurement of the incident light spectrum is preferable to an adjustment based on theory. In [17] it is shown that good visual results are attainable by correcting an underwater image using the colour of a known substance (in that case white sand).
A colour correction key is visible in every image to obtain a measurement of the incident light spectrum. Ideally this key would be placed on the seabed in every image, however this is impractical. The alternative arrangement depicted in Figure 2 allows the incident light spectrum to be measured. We refer to this spectrum as ρ(λ).
B. Spectral reflectance
The spectral reflectance of a surface is the proportion of incident light of each wavelength, λ, that it reflects. We refer to the spectral reflectance of a material β as ψ β (λ). The top graph in Figure 4 shows the spectral reflectance of two species of seagrass (from [10] ).
The spectrum of light reflected by a material will depend on both the incident light and the material's reflectance. We refer to this spectrum as the reflected spectrum and denote it byψ β (λ). It can be calculated using:
Equation 1 defines the reduction of the incident light spectrum by the proportion of light reflected at each wavelength. The bottom graph of Figure 4 depicts a spectrum for mid-latitude water at 5m depth. From this example it is apparent that even in shallow depths longer wavelengths have limited use.
C. Template construction
Our AUV uses a trichromatic (consumer colour) camera to take images. The three types of colour sensors in a trichromatic camera respond to a range of light frequencies as shown in Figure 5 . The sensitivity of a single type of sensor is denoted by σ red (λ), σ green (λ) or σ blue (λ). For simplicity, subsequent equations are for the red sensor, but apply equally to green and blue. Sensitivity can be combined with a material's reflected spectrum to determine the sensor reading for that material in given lighting conditions:
where k is a camera dependent constant and T is the exposure time. Equation 2 assumes that the incident light, reflectance and sensor sensitivity are exact quantities. Consequently, the derived sensor reading (s red ) is also considered to be exact. In practice, reflectance will vary for a given material, an image will contain noise and, only an estimate of the incident light will be available. Due to these factors there will be variation in the sensor reading expected for a given material, in a given set of lighting conditions. Formal consideration of this variability is crucial -two materials may have different expected sensor readings but if the possible variation of readings is great, the ability to discriminate between them may be compromised.
We denote the distribution of s red for a material, β, by f β (s red ). These are the distributions to which sensor values from captured images will be matched. Collectively we refer to f β (s red ), f β (s green ) and f β (s blue ) as a template.
In preliminary work we have found the brightness (magnitude of the sensor readings) of a material in an image varies significantly more than the ratio between sensor readings (red, green and blue). This is due to the variable angle and distance of the material's surface to the camera, and variable intensity of incident light throughout the image. Consequently, more effective templates can be constructed with distributions of the transformed values:
which we refer to as g β (θ 1 ), g β (θ 2 ) and g β (θ 3 ). Throughout the rest of the paper we use this definition of a template unless otherwise stated.
Practical considerations:
The templates depend upon the incident light and must be recalculated for each image. To calculate a template we require:
• exposure time of the image (T )
• spectral reflectance of the material, ψ β (λ), obtained by laboratory measurement
• sensor sensitivities, σ(λ), obtained from the camera manufacturer
• measure of the incident light, ρ(λ), as obtained from the colour key.
The expected values of θ 1 , θ 2 and θ 3 can be obtained by substituting these quantities in Equation 2. To obtain their distribution (and thus the templates) we also require a measure of uncertainty for each of these quantities. Details of how these are combined to produce distributions depend upon how the uncertainty is specified, and are not considered here.
Long exposure times are required for underwater photography using natural light (because much of the light is absorbed in the water column). A direct consequence is that images taken by our AUV suffer from blurring. Consider a pixel that, in a single exposure, is exposed to light from two or more different materials due to the motion of the AUV. The spectrum recorded by this pixel will be an average of the spectra of the materials to which it was exposed. This recorded spectrum may correspond to an entirely different material altogether. The best method for correcting this problem is to provide artificial illumination. This provides a reduction in necessary exposure times and alleviates problems associated with light attenuation.
D. Template matching
The incident light for a given image can be calculated from the colour key. Using the incident light a template (the distributions g β (θ 1 ), g β (θ 2 ) and g β (θ 3 )) can be produced for each material being considered. In this section we present a method for matching each pixel in an image to these templates.
We refer to the values obtained from the camera for a single pixel asθ 1 ,θ 2 andθ 3 . From Bayes' law, the probability that the observed material is of type β, is the product of the probability that each of these values was obtained from that material. Denoting the probability that the observed material is of type β by p(β|θ 1 ,θ 2 ,θ 3 ) we have:
where p(β) represents prior knowledge regarding the identity of the material. For instance if the image was taken at a depth of 10m the probability of finding species that occur in depths less than 5m would be small. If no prior knowledge is available, p(β) is set to 1/n for each material, where n is the number of materials. To obtain the final probabilities the p(β|θ 1 ,θ 2 ,θ 3 ) values are normalised over all materials such that they sum to unity. We have treated distributions for observed values as independent. If a joint probability distribution was used in Bayes' law, it would be unnecessary to transform s red , s green and s blue to θ 1 , θ 2 and θ 3 (the results would be identical). The advantage of the presented method is simplicity.
E. Sample application
Here we use sample images from previous Starbug deployments to illustrate our template matching approach. These images do not contain a colour correction key or exposure information, hence a simplified version of the approach was applied.
A series of images taken under similar lighting conditions were selected, as it was not possible to correct for the incident light (and thereby attenuation). In one of these images regions corresponding to different materials were manually identified. The colour (s red , s green and s blue ) of each pixel in the identified regions was recorded and converted to θ 1 , θ 2 and θ 3 . For each material, β, a normal distribution was fitted to θ 1 , θ 2 and θ 3 to produce g β (θ 1 ), g β (θ 2 ) and g β (θ 3 ). These distributions were then used to classify other images in the set using the previously described approach (Equation 4). Figure 6 contains a sample image and corresponding classifications. The materials were identified correctly including sand on top of the rocks. The same analysis was performed using normal distributions fitted to s red , s green and s blue (to produce a template containing f β (θ 1 ), f β (θ 2 ) and f β (θ 3 )). This classification produced poorer results as illustrated in Figure 7 which provides a comparison of the match to the seaweed template.
The clear visual correspondence obtained here is due partly to the small number of templates. As the number of templates increases the ability to uniquely identify a template decreases -some templates will be too similar to differentiate. It may then become necessary to group species with similar templates together.
IV. SPATIAL HABITAT MAPPING
In this section we consider issues regarding our AUV's positioning system and formalise a probability distribution for positional uncertainty. Producing a statistically rigorous framework that combines the probabilistic classifications from Section III with positional uncertainty is a complicated task. Here we provide a simple approach that can be used while we continue to pursue a statistically rigorous approach.
We represent the classification map of the seafloor as a rectangular array of 'cells'. The first step in our approach stores a summary of template classifications and positional information for each pixel from each image in the cells. This classification map is stored onboard our AUV and updated in real time. Even at high spatial resolution (0.25m
2 ) we are able to maintain a classication map representing an area of 1km 2 . The second and final step in our approach transforms the classification map into a benthic map that states which benthos are likely to be found in each cell.
A. Positioning issues
When surfaced, our AUV uses a GPS receiver for navigation which gives position estimates that are generally accurate to ±2m − 5m. However, the GPS is ineffective when underwater and the following alternative navigation methods are used:
1) Dead Reckoning: The position of the AUV is estimated based on the power applied to the thrusters, and readings from the compass.
2) Visual Odometry: The AUV is equipped with stereoscopic downwards looking cameras. By identifying objects as the AUV passes over them and comparing their position in successive images, the velocity and change in position can be measured [18] , [19] . This method of visual odometry permits correction for the effects of current but has two main drawbacks. Firstly, it is computationally intensive such that little processing power remains for other tasks. Secondly, it does not work in featureless areas (such as an expanse of sand or mud, or where the AUV does not have a view of the seafloor) and may result in inaccurate position estimation.
When used in conjunction, the above two methods give a typical positional accuracy of about 5% of the distance travelled [20] . To maintain an acceptable level of accuracy the AUV can be programmed to surface and obtain a GPS fix at predetermined intervals. External navigation aids can also be used to eliminate the degradation of positional certainty as the deployment time/distance travelled increases. For example, the use of one or more acoustic transponders in the survey area allows the AUV to ping to determine its position.
A high quality intertial measurement unit (IMU) combined with a Doppler velocity log (DVL) can produce position estimates with accuracy as high as 0.1% of distance travelled.
Such techniques fall outside the budget of a low cost AUV.
B. Position estimation
The AUV can maintain a constant distance from the seabed. For the purpose of producing a benthic map it is therefore sufficient to consider the position of the AUV in a twodimensional system. We denote the estimated position of the center of the image captured at time t by (x(t), y(t)) and the actual position by (x(t),ŷ(t)). The magnitude of the difference between actual and estimated positions will vary over time and is given by a two-dimensional time dependent probability density, φ(x, y|t). The probability the center of the image was actually at position (x(t),ŷ(t)) given the estimated position of (x(t), y(t)) is therefore:
We are interested in the probability the image center was inside a given cell of the classification map when the image was captured. Consider a cell, c, with opposing corners (x 1 , y 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 ). There are a range of deviations from the estimated position at time t, that will place the image center inside this cell. The probability that the image center was in cell c is found by integrating the probability of the deviations over their possible range:
Position of a pixel: A single image covers an area (approximately 0.5m × 0.5m). The position that is imaged by each pixel is offset from the central position. This can be calculated using the heading of the AUV and its distance to the seabed. (Details of the calculation are omitted here.) Subsequently we refer to the position imaged by a single pixel γ, in an image taken at time t, as (x γ (t), y γ (t)).
Growth in uncertainty in the along and across-track directions will generally differ. Consequently a two-dimensional probability density is required (instead of a one-dimensional radially symmetric density). Experiments and field tests will be required to develop a good understanding of φ(x, y|t) and the factors that influence it. We intend to deploy our AUV in a radio-acoustic positioning system such as that in [1] to obtain the required information.
The AUV should be programmed to surface at specified intervals to obtain a GPS fix and reduce φ(x, y|t) to the Source Image Seaweed Rock Sand Fig. 6 . The classification of a single image taken by our AUV using three templates. The probability of a pixel matching each template is indicated by a linear scale from black (zero probability) to white (certainty).
Transformed template Untransformed template Fig. 7 . Left: The classification for seaweed from Figure 6 using the transformed templates. Right: The classification repeated using the untransformed template (consisting of the distributions: f β (s red ), f β (sgreen) and f β (s blue )). This fails to identify some seaweed and incorrectly identifies some rocks as seaweed. uncertainty of the GPS system. The difference between the estimated and actual position at the time of surfacing can be used to further develop an understanding of φ(x, y|t).
C. Producing a classification map
In this section we describe how the template classification for each pixel (obtained from Equation 4) and the positional probabilities (p t c|x(t), y(t) ; Equation 6) are summarised for all images and stored in a data structure. We refer to this data structure as a 'classification map'. Each cell in a classification map contains an array of classification values (one per template), in turn each classification value contains a summary of the number of pixels that contributed to it (the coverage) and of the probability that the pixels identified that template (the credibility).
For a pixel, γ, the probability that it imaged a position in a cell, c, is given by p t c|x γ (t), y γ (t)) (Equation 6). The probability that it matches each template is p(β|θ 1 ,θ 2 ,θ 3 ), which is found using the values recorded at that pixel and Equation 4 .
For each cell, c, where p t c|x γ (t), y γ (t)) exceeds a predefined cutoff (say 0.05) the following quantities are added to coverage and credibility in the classification value of each template:
• Coverage: p t c|x γ (t), y γ (t)) .
• Credibility: p(β|θ 1 ,θ 2 ,θ 3 ) For each classification value with a non-zero coverage, the credibility divided by the coverage represents a relative probability. This probability indicates the likelyhood the associated object (which the template represents) is present in the area of the cell.
The AUV can use the coverage values from the cells to monitor the effectiveness of the mapping process. Areas with low coverage values may be revisited to further improve classification accuracy.
D. Producing a benthic map
The final step, after the classification process, is to produce one or more benthic maps that summarise the stored data. The format of each benthic map will depend on the final application. Example maps include: the distribution of a particular species, and the likelihood of having identified the species somewhere in the study area. As the benthic map is a summary of the collected data it must be produced after the AUV deployment is completed.
The resolution of the classification map can be varied; our tests use 0.5m × 0.5m. Each cell in the classification map can be interpreted as containing a probability that each of the objects represented by the templates is present in the area represented by the cell. Figure 8 shows the relationship between the classification map, a cell, the conceptual layers represented by the template probabilities contained in the cells, and an image of the seafloor.
The resolution of the benthic maps can also be varied, but is typically lower than that of a cell. The production of benthic maps is the process of interpolating and/or filtering the classification data from the cells to produce maps of interest.
Interpolation adjusts the resolution of the classification map data to match the resolution of the benthic map. The resolution of the classification map will generally be higher than the derived benthic maps. Multidimensional interpolation may be used to perform this process.
As each cell contains the probability of expression for all templates, it is possible to map the distribution of objects which are less expressed. This process is termed 'filtering'. Filtering may be used to produce benthic maps of one or more 'layers' (as shown in Figure 8 ) -with the process using only data from those templates of relevance to the 'layer' being mapped. For example, where an area contains a mixture of seagrasses and one is quite rare, it is possible to produce a habitat map of either type, or both.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a methodology for automated benthic habitat mapping with a low cost AUV. Habitat mapping can play an important part in management processes, however present approaches are labour intensive and costly. By using an AUV, cost can be greatly reduced. Our approach permits frequent mapping studies and, consequently, regular input into management strategies. The automation of this process will also produce more consistent and operator-independent results.
Habitat mapping with a low cost AUV is a difficult process due to the presence of two significant sources of uncertainty: i) poor position estimates due to the AUV's minimal instrumentation, and ii) uncertain classification of species and substrates. Existing AUV based mapping approaches have either used expensive AUVs with accurate positioning systems (e.g. [21] , [22] ) or have not formally addressed positional uncertainty (e.g. [23] ).
Simultaneous localisation and mapping approaches (SLAM; e.g. [24] ) have been developed primarily for indoor or underground terrestrial robots but have also been adapted to AUVs [25] - [27] . These approaches rely on identifying landmarks as reference points. In a single habitat survey, an AUV may be programmed such that it rarely crosses its own path, consequently few landmarks will be identified and used for subsequent localisation. For areas that will be repeatedly mapped, SLAM approaches may be promising, however since we are actively seeking to monitor changes in the environment, identified landmarks must be those features that are unlikely to undergo such change.
We have illustrated the application of our methodology to single benthic images. In future work we plan to illustrate how this is combined with the spatial methodology to produce complete benthic maps. This will be explored using both real and simulated data. The real data will come from a new version of Starbug currently in construction. The simulated data is derived from an emulator in development. The emulator permits us to conduct a sensitivity analysis of the classification process.
Under a given set of lighting conditions two or more species / substrates may be indistinguishable to a given camera. As the number of materials increases, the likelihood of misclassification also increases. To overcome this problem additional spectral channels can be included (through the use of multi-spectral cameras or filters) and artificial lighting systems installed which allow wavelengths to be explored that are otherwise unavailable due to attenuation. Shape detection is also promising, particularly for discriminating between seagrass and substrate materials with similar spectra.
In future work we will present a statistical framework for the optimal design of a multi-spectral camera system. Given reflectance profiles and possible camera options, this framework will produce the optimal system configuration and identify species / substrates for which identification will be a problem. Despite the additional cost of multispectral imaging, in some situations the benefit may be sufficient to warrant the cost -if an appropriate imaging system is selected.
Lastly we note that indicator species are frequently used for monitoring changes in ecosystems [28] , [29] . For a given application this may simplify the task such that the system need only identify a small number of species accurately.
